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Generate traffic to your sites -I'm sure this isn't a new idea to you, but the first step in making any money

online is getting people to visit your site. The important point that's often missed about traffic, however, is

that you need to do it consistently, and you need a way to do it that you know costs you less than you

earn from it. All the traffic in the world is great, but if you go broke getting it you won't have much of an

empire. Capture targeted prospects on an email subscriber list - the fact is, the most valuable asset you'll

ever own for your online marketing is your list of subscribers. Why? Because they are targeted, they

believe you can offer them some value, and they will buy on your recommendation again and

again--which is the #1 source of profits for the "big name" pros you see everywhere online. Building a list

allows you to market repeatedly to a growing number of potential buyers. Convert your list into a

continuous, predictable, and growing income stream - you have traffic to your site, you are capturing

subscribers, and you're building a list. The last vital step in really making money is to systematically

develop your relationship with your subscribers, build their trust, and offer products and services they

really need and can benefit from using. It takes time to learn the right way of doing this--the bond of trust
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is hard to build and easy to destroy, and once it's gone you've lost any possible income potential from

those prospects. But when done right, your faithful subscribers will generate enough cash for you to live

any type of life you want with complete freedom. "I was impressed by how thorough Brett went through

each step of setting up a "micro profit machine." The steps were very well laid out, so that even a

beginner couldn't go wrong. However, my favorite part was the first module which went over time

management - it gave me a new inspiration for how I will be running my business. Thanks Brett!" Matthew

Glanfield Founder, the Affiliate Marketing Formula affiliatemarketingformula Now, the problem is those 3

things are easier said than done. In reality, it's challenging to do all 3 well, at the same time until you gain

some experience. Sadly, this experience often comes with a year or more of trial, error, and frustration,

not to mention a price tag of $1,000s in failed attempts. Most people simply can't afford to spend $1,000s

and wait years to be successful. (A hard lesson I learned that nearly knocked me out of Internet

Marketing). The great news is, that's all about to change. Introducing the Traffic, Signups, & Sales

System--a complete system for generating up to 15,000 hits per website for absolutely zero cost,

combined with the most current, cutting edge tactics to get the maximum number of list subscribers from

your traffic, AND a real proven formula for converting your list into a continuous profit stream of cash that

makes you money every day. But that's not all! The Traffic, Signup, & Sales System also features the

one-of-a-kind Internet Marketer's Compass--an amazing tool to keep you laser focused on your most

important (and profitable) business tasks, organized with all of your ideas so you don't forget those little

"gems" that pop in your mind at the strangest times, and constantly aware of your finances--all at one

glance in a single snapshot! The most amazing thing is that you don't need to spend 1 penny to make the

entire system churn out profit for you! Here's a closer look... Traffic, Signups, & Sales System This

Amazing system shows you step by step how to launch AND build your Internet Marketing without risking

a lot of cash! Imagine a tool that will: Show you every step in setting up a "traffic machine" that delivers

15,000 targeted hits to your site every month, automatically, at absolutely no cost, AND no surfing,

clicking, or any other time consuming task! Show you the secrets to maximize conversions from your

traffic into list subscribers and build your massive opt-in list faster than you thought possible. Show you

exactly how to turn your list into a "cash machine" that pays you a steady and growing weekly income

stream. Value: $497.00 The Traffic, Signups, and Sales System is a thick, meaty, step-by-step guide with

every detail you need to set it up on your own. You get graphics, illustrated diagrams, clear explanations,



and plenty of examples. There is no guesswork, and you don't need to understand programming or be

technical to make it work. The system has 4 modules: Module 1: The Internet Marketers Compass This

module introduces you to the Internet Marketer's Compass. Learn how to use this one-of-a-kind

organizing, power-focus tool to get the absolute best out of your efforts and reach your goals in a fraction

of the time it would take without it. It took nearly 8 months to develop it, because it had to make logical

sense, be useful, be usable in less than 10 minutes, show a complete snapshot of your business at a

single glance, AND be able to come with you everywhere you go. Module 2: Setup the Traffic Generator

This module shows you step by step with images and screenshots exactly how to setup your automatic

traffic generator. The generator requires no clicking, surfing, or other manual activity once it's setup, and it

literally costs nothing to setup and use. This is truly an amazing secret formula to deliver up to 15,000 hits

each to as many sites as you want! Module 3: Squeeze Hits into Opt-in List Signups Any web traffic is

only as good as what you do with it. This module takes you step by step through designing "squeeze

pages" for maximum results using cutting edge techniques the master list builders use. You'll learn how to

get prospects practically begging to sign up for your list once you know these secrets! Module 4: Convert

Subscribers into Your Monthly Income Stream You've heard "The money's in the list!" 1,000 times I'm

sure. This module gives you a specific plan for how to build trust and your relationship with your

subscribers, how to know what products and services to offer them, and how to generate a predictable,

consistent income that continually increases every month. These secrets make or break tons of Internet

marketers, and knowing exactly how to do this can multiply your online income by 1,000 times! Hey Brett,

I just wanted to give you a warm thank you for letting me be one of the first to take a look at your system.

I believe that anyone can make it online with the right tutoring. The wrong mentoring can lead to a

beginner to spend loads of money, become frustrated, fail and give up. What you have here, is a direct

path to financial freedom. No hype, no fluff. Easy to use for any newbie. Eric Rockerfeller Founder,

Newbie Watch newbiewatch The Traffic, Signups, and Sales System was designed specifically to solve

the problems most new and aspiring marketers face. It is without question the most powerful package

ever designed specifically to help you make the leap to having a growing subscriber list that's adding

members daily and generating a continuous, growing income stream of "Payment Received" notifications

in your email inbox every day. "Traffic, Signup, & Sales System" *Not available ANYWHERE else on the

Internet! Absolutely no cost to setup or use Works whether you're already marketing and want better



results or are brand new to Internet marketing No clicking, surfing, or manual process to get the traffic, list

signups, and sales Works for any niche or marketing idea Virtually eliminates risk of wasting big money in

your marketing efforts System actually teaches you how to run successful marketing so you can do it over

and over Earn real profits even in the beginning stages of your marketing career--no need to dig a

financial hole Shows you how to know your websites and promotions will be profitable before you invest a

lot of cash What would you expect to pay for such a powerhouse system that can literally transform your

business, your marketing, your income, and your life? This package is literally the Key to Internet

Marketing's Secret Garden. It's absolutely worth $1,000s and would still be a bargain. Personal friends

and some of the biggest names in online marketing told me to charge $299. But I know that wouldn't

make sense to the people who will benefit the most from it. So I'm giving this one chance-right now

only-for you to get the entire powerhouse package AND my iron clad, no-questions asked 30-day money

back guarantee for just $10.00. That's over 85 OFF the already reduced price the gurus told me to

charge. If you are serious about living your dream life and creating real wealth with Internet Marketing,

this is the opportunity you've been waiting for. Brett, When you asked me to look at your

MicroMarketingSecrets, I expected it to be just the same stuff that I have read time and time again, but I

was really surprised to find loads of new stuff that I had never seen before. I can now use all these new

tactics to build up my own online business to new levels, and best of all it won't cost me anything. David

Watson Founder, Website Article Wizard websitearticlewizard Let's recap how you benefit: Setup a real

system to get 15,000+ website hits every month, new list signups every hour (or minute!), and new sales

every day, all for no cost! Test your ideas and tweak your marketing so you know your campaigns will pay

off before investing 1 cent on more advertsing or promotion Learn results-boosting insider secrets and

tactics in just days that normally take marketers a year or more to figure out (and some never learn them

at all)! Save $1,000s and countless hours that would be wasted on trial and error. Never worry again

about spending money to launch a campaign, white-knuckled and pleading to at least make your money

back. Break the dangerous cycle of buying product after product hoping each is "the one" to make your

Internet marketing profitable, while you dig a deeper financial hole. Overcome the #1 obstacle for most

marketers, paralysis-by-analysis, with the simple step-by-step walkthrough to get you started. Leap the

marketing learning curve and get traffic, signups, and sales faster than you thought possible. Position

yourself as an expert and gain online credibility with professional tools and top notch marketing.
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